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coliquio moves past Google & Co. 

15 years coliquio: From start-up to top 3 employer 

coliquio's success story is based on a strong team of more than 180 employees, who work on 

the development of the company with a high degree of personal responsibility thanks to a well-

designed remote concept and cloud-based systems. Just in time for our 15th birthday, we can 

be pleased about a special award: In the current employer ranking "Most Wanted Employer 

Ranking 2022" of the ZEIT publishing group of the employer rating platform kununu, we landed 

among the top companies. In the overall ranking, we occupy 81st place out of more than 1,300 

companies, and in the subcategory “Internet/Multimedia” we even rank third - leaving well-

known companies such as Google, Payback and T-Systems far behind. 

 

Founded in 2007, coliquio has developed into the largest physician community in the German-

speaking world. For 15 years, coliquio has accompanied physicians in their everyday medical 

work, offering an exchange at eye level and providing access to sound knowledge. By merging 

with the Medscape Professional Network, the international medical online network of WebMD 

Health Corp. in 2021, we will offer an even broader range of topics with up-to-date coverage of 

congresses, new international studies, research results and therapy approaches - and at the 

same time increase the value for our customers from the pharmaceutical and medtech 

industry. 

 

But we are also looking to the future and want to connect even more physicians on coliquio. 

That is why we are launching a special birthday initiative: For every new member we thank with 

a donation of 15.- € to the organization Médecins sans frontières. Link to registration 

 
About coliquio 

coliquio (https://www.coliquio.de/) is the largest physician community in the German-speaking world, with over 190,000 

physicians from all disciplines. Since its founding in 2007, the start-up has developed into a hidden champion - today, more 

than every second German physician uses coliquio. The platform has been providing relevant practical knowledge and 

professional exchange for 15 years and supports doctors in making the best medical decisions for their patients. coliquio is 

part of the Medscape Professional Network, the international online medical network of WebMD Health Corp.  

Contact: presse@coliquio.de. Please provide a proof if reprinting. 
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